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“Hehe, Prince Charming, I’m just joking with you! However, we still need to equip this thing when we 

need to. It’s always good to have more life-saving methods. Let’s go and ask those assassins which 

bastard wants to kill me?” 

 

Di Beiming nodded and sighed in his heart. I’m afraid that the Black Thing’s temperamental character 

will not change for the time being. I still need to urge her to cultivate more. 

 

Gold Face had already woken up after taking the pill. When he heard Yun Chujiu’s question, he shook his 

head. “The contract to kill you was personally ordered by the leader. We did not contact the buyer. The 

leader only gave us your information and told us to capture you and send you to Longping Mountain. 

The buyer would then pick you up there.” 

 

Yun Chujiu frowned and poured out all the things in the storage ring of the Assassin’s leader. There were 

a lot of Spirit Stones, a few spirit tools, a few bottles of pills, and a jade token with patterns engraved on 

it. 

 

“This is the Spider Lily, right? Which force uses the Spider Lily as a symbol?” Yun Chujiu asked curiously. 

 

Di Beiming shook his head, “I’ve never heard of any force using the Spider Lily as a symbol.” 

 

Seeing that Di Beiming had never seen it before, Yun Chujiu could only put away the jade token 

temporarily. 

 

“Miss Yun, why don’t we go to Longping Mountain? Maybe the buyer will wait there.” Gold Face 

suggested. 

 

Yun Chujiu smiled and said, “How is that possible?! With such a big commotion here, the buyer will 

definitely have fled! However, we can try, but the chances of success are very small… Hmm, lend me 



your flying spirit tool. I’ll get someone to go to Longping Mountain to check out the situation according 

to the agreed time.” 

 

After Gold Face nodded in agreement, Yun Chujiu took out those pills for Gold Face to identify, Gold 

Face said with a wry smile, “Miss Yun, apart from the poison pills, the rest are all antidotes that treat the 

symptoms but not the root of the problem. We need to take them once a month. They can’t completely 

remove the poison from our bodies.” 

 

Yun Chujiu nodded. “It’s alright. There are quite a number of these antidotes. They should be able to last 

for a while. I’ll take some and let Elder Qi take a look. He’ll be able to identify the herbs inside. When the 

time comes, the right medicine will be able to remove the poison from your bodies.”. 

 

Gold Face, there are still a few hundred people in the cave. I don’t know much about them. I will leave 

you to decide whether to kill them or not. I will leave the League of Assassins to you. If you can accept 

any missions as guards in the future, you must inform me. I will hire you to protect the Yun family.” 

 

Gold Face was stunned. He never thought that Yun Chujiu would be completely uninterested in the 

League of Assassins. He thought that even if Yun Chujiu did not take over, the man who was known as 

His Majesty would also take over. After all, the League of Assassins was an infamous organization. 

 

If it were not for Di Beiming’s warning, Yun Chujiu would have taken over the League of Assassins. She 

had decided to focus on her cultivation, so she pretended to say that. However, she had shamelessly 

taken the League of Assassins leader’s storage ring. The Spirit Stones in it probably amounted to half of 

the League’s wealth. 

 

“Miss Yun, you have done us a great favor. In the future, leave the guarding of the Yun family to us. As 

long as we are still alive, we will never let anyone hurt the Yun family.” Gold Face still felt like he was in a 

dream, the undefeatable chief in their eyes was really dead! 

 

“In business, the expenses must be paid. Just give me a 20% discount! Big brother Gold Face, please take 

care of the aftermath. We will leave now. If there is any news about the antidote, I will send someone to 

deliver the letter to you. But the first thing you need to do is pay for it.” 



 


